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ABSTRACT Green clouds optimally use energy resources in large-scale distributed computing environ-
ments. Large scale industries such as smart grids are adopting green cloud paradigm to optimize energy
needs and to maximize lifespan of smart devices such as smart meters. Both, energy consumption and
lifespan of smart meters are critical factors in smart grid applications where performance of these factors
decreases with each cycle of grid operation such as record reading and dispatching to the edge nodes.
Also, considering large-scale infrastructure of smart grid, replacing out-of-energy and faulty meters is not
an economical solution. Therefore, to optimize the energy consumption and lifespan of smart meters, we
present a knowledge-based usage strategy for smart meters in this paper. Our proposed scheme is novel
and generates custom graph of smart meter tuple datasets and fetches the frequency of lifespan and energy
consumption factors. Due to very large-scale dataset graphs, the said factors are fine-grained through
R3F filter over modified Hungarian algorithm for smart grid repository. After receiving the exact status
of usage, the grid places smart meters in logical partitions according to their utilization frequency. The
experimental evaluation shows that the proposed approach enhances lifespan frequency of 100 smart meters
by 72% and optimizes energy consumption at an overall percentile of 21% in the green cloud-based smart
grid.

INDEX TERMS Green Cloud, Fog Computing, Smart Grid, IoT-enabled Smart Meter, Semantic Web.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a robust platform that supports large-
scale data processing in a parallel distributed environ-
ment [1]. It consists of a client-server architecture that
includes services, protocols and infrastructure to per-
form remote tasks efficiently than traditional master-slave
paradigm [2]. The cloud architecture is further categorized
into multiple types i.e. location-based, service-based and
environment-based cloud computing [3]. The accessibility-
based cloud computing refers to the functional prototype
that involves public, private, hybrid and community access
of a client at a remote namespace. The service-based
cloud computing involves features of subroutines i.e. IaaS
(Infrastructure-as-a-Service), PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service),
SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) and storage functionality that
delivers a service to the end user. The environment-
based cloud computing consists of increasing efficiency,
reducing energy consumption, enhancement in lifespan

and optimization of application resources in a remote
namespace [4].

The green cloud is an environment-based functionality
that optimizes usage of resources and energy consumption
in a remote namespace [5]. This approach is usually adopted
by industries such as datacentres, manufacturing plants and
smart grid infrastructures that adopts resource optimization
techniques to reduce energy consumption and increase lifes-
pan of devices in a parallel distributed computing environ-
ment [6]. The architecture of green cloud involves two types
of master-slave communication i.e. (i) fog computing, and
(ii) centralized computing. The fog computing consists of
decentralized computing infrastructure, where data, compu-
tation, storage and applications are configured at most effi-
cient and logical location between the cloud and data source.
The centralized computing involves a compact architecture,
where consistency is more important than effective placement
of resources in a cloud [7].
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The smart grid is a part of green cloud environment, where
decentralized distribution units perform functional operations
into a self-driven intelligent environment. The grid collabo-
rates with multiple operational perspectives simultaneously
i.e. interoperability, robust communication, intelligent agent,
IoT sensors, IT infrastructure and its security, storage reser-
voirs, electric transportation and power systems [8] as shown
in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. Smart grid architecture.

The grid controls the distributed units through software and
hardware technologies. The hardware technology involves
various IoT-enabled smart meters, sensor devices, power
generation and distribution machinery, and power storage
reservoirs [9]. The software technology includes semantic
web applications, semantic reservoirs such as triplestore, and
big data platform i.e. Hadoop that collects, manages, stores
and performs analytics over information datasets in smart
grid [10].

The smart meters record distribution unit information and
bundle it over a node in tabular form [11]. The compiled
bundles are then transformed to a grid readable format i.e.
RDF [12]. The distribution nodes then process RDF datasets
through transformation channels and store them into semantic
reservoirs [11] as shown in Fig. 2.

Ideally, a smart meter is supposed to produce infor-
mation records in a normal grid environment having an
adequate length of recommended lifespan and usage of opti-
mized energy consumption. But, in reality, a smart meter
suffers from environmental issues and results in decreasing
life span unusually along with abnormal routine of energy
consumption [13]. The factors affecting lifespan of a smart
meter consists of life expectancy (LE), genetics (GE), envi-
ronment factors (EF), change over time (CT) and limited
longevity (LL) [14]. By default, the factors affecting lifespan
decreases with a normal range and a definite passage of
time. Based on this assumption, production companies state
lifespan decrement based on regular unit tests. But, in the
real environment, factors do not decrease as expected in
unit tests and depicts an unpredictable variation in ranges.
Therefore, lifespan of a smart meter decreases rigorously

FIGURE 2. Smart meters RDF data storage into smart grid.

than proposed decrement and affects the operations of dis-
tribution node. In the same way, the factors affecting energy
consumption involves voltage rise up (RU), maximum cur-
rent (MC), voltage drop (VD), voltage observation (VO)
and average voltage (AV). By default, the factors affecting
energy consumption performs in a normal situation with
routine parameters. But, in the real scenario, smart meters
face voltage fluctuations more often and observes an unpre-
dictable supply of voltage and current to the power com-
ponent. As a result, it records abnormal readings of factors
affecting energy consumption and produces malfunctioned
information records [15].

After a smart meter produces malfunctioned information
records, it is proposed to refurbish or replace with a new one.
But, if the problem is observed in a large scale, it would scale
smart grid budget to an approachable limit [16].

In order to resolve discussed problem, we propose a
novel knowledge-based technique, that uses semantic reser-
voirs datasets and perform analytics to increase lifespan
and optimize energy consumption. The presented approach
formulates a custom RDF graph named as ‘‘Personalize
graph’’, which fetches only factors’ tuples from large-scale
RDF datasets. After the fine-grained collection of RDF
tuples, datasets are observed with a constraint of disorder
range through Hungarian algorithm and filter out the smart
meters decreasing life span and consuming abnormal range
of energy. The result set is then shifted to logical parti-
tions, where a smart meter would observe a workload as
per its decreasing life span and energy consumption. As a
result, the whole process increases the life span and optimize
energy consumption of a smart meter in green-cloud-based
smart grid.

The main contributions of this paper can be highlighted as
follows.

• A novel RDF-based personalize graph to filter out factor
dataset of lifespan and energy consumption.

• A novel knowledge-based error analytics in to extraction
of tuple dataset.
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• A novel approach of data acquisition zones i.e. Peak
Block and Off Block.

• A novel approach of using enhanced Hungarian algo-
rithm that identifies factor range of maximum usage
of lifespan and energy consumption over RDF-based
personalize graphs.

• A novel approach of logical partitions that put
condition-based workload for extending lifespan and
performing optimal energy consumption into smart
meters.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section II high-
lights the brief overview and background of smart grid, smart
meters and Semantic Web technologies. Section III discusses
proposed approach in detail. Section IV shows the experi-
mental evaluation and discuss the results in accordance with
proposed approach. Finally, Section V presents conclusion
and future works.

II. OVERVIEW
In this section, we present a brief overview about smart grid,
smart meters and semantic web technologies.

A. SMART GRID
The smart grid is being considered as ‘‘The Next Gener-
ation Electricity Supply’’ for the future perspectives and
has emerged as a convergence of information technology
along with power system engineering and communication
technologies [17]. The idea behind smart grid subjects to
the enhancement of regular electricity grid with intelligence
technologies [18]. The intelligent technology consists of dig-
itization of the grid with two-way wired and wireless com-
munication channels i.e. WiMax, Wifi, fibre optics etc [19].
The distribution units use smart meters to collect and store
record information into storage nodes [20]. The information
records are stored into semantic-aware reservoirs and assist
the smart grid to perform analytics [21]. Smart grid supports
self-healing functionality, which helps to deal failures and
blackouts during recording and storing smart meter informa-
tion in semantic reservoirs [22], [23].

B. SMART METERS
The smart meters are used as basic recording devices of
distribution units [24]. The meters use two-way communi-
cation between itself and the smart grid [25]. It manages
sensor information into in-built RAM with a maximum limit
of 1.3 million records and releases it into tabular form over
distribution node [26]. The smart meter is programmed to
work in multiple shifts i.e. peak time and off time. The peak
time includes the maximum resource usage time line, where
as, off time involves normal resource usage timeline [27]. The
smart meter has a lifespan of 5 to 7 years on normal workload
having ideal environment [28], [29].

C. SEMANTIC WEB TECHNOLOGIES
The semantic web is an extension of the existing world
wide web, where information is described in a meaningful
format [30]. Semantic web consists of ontology, schema,

Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRIs) and service dis-
covery languages. The frameworks that support processing
datasets include Resource Description Framework (RDF),
RDF Schema (RDFS), Simple Knowledge Organization
System (SKOS), SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Lan-
guage (SPARQL), Notation3 (N3), N- Triples, Terse RDF
Triple Language (Turtle), Web Ontology Language (OWL)
and Rule Interchange Format (RIF) [31]. RDF framework is
considered as a key construct to process semantic information
through communication channels and store into semantic-
aware reservoirs e.g., SESAME, AllegroGraph, Oracle11g
and Jena-TDB [32]. RDF statement is known as triple and
consists of three elements i.e. a subject, a predicate and an
object. The literal/IRI supports to represent each element and
the relationships [33], [34].

III. PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach involves operational steps to enhance
lifespan and optimize energy consumption i.e. i) smart grid
repository, ii) RDF-based personalize graphs, iii) approx-
imation analytics over lifespan and energy consumption
tuple datasets, iv) error factor in Personalize tuple dataset,
v) enhancement in lifespan of smart meter, vi) optimization
in energy consumption of smart meter, and finally vii) smart
meter’s partition-based allocation in smart grid.

At first, the presented approach generates RDF-based per-
sonalize graphs and then fetches the factors dataset that
affects the lifespan and energy consumption of smart meters.
The factors are then filtered out with enhanced Hungarian
algorithm and affected smart meters are recommended to be
placed at placement slots for optimal performance in smart
grid.

A. SMART GRID REPOSITORY
The smart grid repository is configured with functional-
ity of Jena-TDB triplestore and contains record informa-
tion of distribution node i.e. RDF tuple in it as shown
in Fig. 3.

Let Dn be an RDF Dataset having triplestore RS =
Store {triple (s, p, o)} as a resident entity of smart grid repos-
itory SGrepository where s is subject, o is object and p is predi-
cate. The notion can be represented as (x rdf:type ex:property)
and the triple can be defined as,

triple (s, p, o) ε t = (I ∪ N )× I × (I × N ∪ Li) (1)

where I is IRI, N is number of nodes and L is number of
literals.

let G be the default graph with a finite set of source nodes
Sn having 5 as a suitable property in the dataset. Therefore,
graph G can be represented a product set as,

G = Sn×51 × ...×5i−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

×5i × . . .×5i+d︸ ︷︷ ︸
H

(2)

where B = S × O and H = P. The RS is countable and
keeps track of tuple data through indexes known as idx, where
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FIGURE 3. RDF tuple reservoir of smart grid.

FIGURE 4. Basic union graph.

idxj : 5j → N, jε [1, i+ d]. The structure of a dataset is
represented as a union default graph as shown in Fig. 4, where
V denotes a vertex and E represents an edge in the graph. The
value of union graph can be represented as,

GDefault = union (G) (3)

B. RDF-BASED PERSONALIZE GRAPH
The smart grid consists of a huge semantic repository
SGrepository, which stores tuple datasets of all the distri-
bution nodes. By default, RDF graph database provides a
querying technique that delivers custom extraction of tuples
extracts [35]. However, smart grid deals with streaming
RDF storage into SGrepository, therefore the query-based RDF
graph extraction techniques would not be much feasible.
The personalize RDF graph provides a custom approach for
extracting dataset from large-scale streaming storage
SGrepository of smart grid.
A personalize graph is a graph G = (Vp,Ei,Lm), where Vp

is a set of personalize vertices, Ei a set of identical edges and
Lm relates to the mutual labeling function

∑
N ×

(
Vp ∪ Ei

)
between vertices Vp and edges Ei having index idxjεN. It con-
sists of a collection of sub-graphs with specific mutual label-
ing functions to identify the label of a vertex or edge through

index idxj.

Algorithm 1 RDF-Based Personalize Graph Generation for
Custom Extraction of Tuples From SGrepository
1: Input SGrepository having triplestore RS, a set of extrac-

tion depth d and instance I .
2: Output A SG, personalized graph G = (Vp,Ei,Lm)

having mapping Vn over integer and En edge to integer
for instance.

3: procedure
4: 1. Initialize
5: for each n ∈ I : do
6: add a vertex m to Vp having Lm(m, d) = & and
Link(i) = m

7: 2. Subgraph Procedure
8: for each n ∈ I : do
9: Lookup = n
10: for each j = d − 1 to o : do
11: newlookup = λ
12: for each r ∈ lookup: do
13: triples = RS
14: RS = Store{triple (s, p, o)} ∈ triples
15: add o to newlookup
16: if Link(o) is undefined then
17: add vertex n to Vp and
18: Set Link(o) = n
19: set Lm(Link(o), j) = o
20: if Vn(Link(o)) is undefined then
21: set Vn(Link(o)) = j
22: if Link(RS) is undefined then
23: add edge g to Ei
24: set Link(RS) = g
25: set Lm(Link(RS), j) = p
26: if &i(Link(RS)) is undefined then
27: set &i(Link(RS) = j
28: Newlookup = j(Subgraphpersonalized )

29: Lookup = Newlookup

The sub-graph’s vertices and edges identify each other
through a property named ‘‘neighborhood’’. It completes
the process of identification through a base neighborhood
and edge neighborhood. The base neighborhood N (vp) =
(vp′, v)εEi consists of personalize edges Ep and vertices Vp
and the edge neighborhoodN (v′p, v) represents a point, where
edges join personalize vertices.

Algorithm-1 generates a personalize graph to extract sub-
graph with a depth d from datasetDi over instance iwhere iεI
(set of instances). Finally, mutual label Lm joins all relevant
sub-graphs and produces personalize graph G.
To this extend, the proposed approach has constructed a

RDF-based personalize graph for smart grid triplestore. The
next step involves integration of graph G with streaming
function that deals to the continuous buildup of stream-based
RDF dataset into triplestore SGrepository.
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Algorithm 2 Identical Placement of Labeled Personalize
Graph G
1: Input A personalize RDF graph G = (Vp,Ei,Lm), sub-

graph of depth d and iteration b.
2: Output Personalize Labeling of graph G having

instances (bo→ bm) with dictionary element z
3: procedure
4: for y = o to m do
5: 1. Label identification over multiset
6: for g ∈ Ei, v ∈ Vp and j = 0 to d do
7: if Lm(v, j) is defined and y = 0 then
8: set Wy(v, j) = bo(v, j) = Lm(v, j)

9: if Lm(g, j) is defined and y = 0 then
10: set Wy(v, j) = bo(g, j) = Lm(g, j)

11: if Lm(g, j) is defined and y > 0 then
12: set Wy(g, j) = {Lm−1(t, j+ 1)/t ∈ N (e)}

13: if Lm(v, j) is defined and y0 then
14: set Wy(g, j) = {Lm−1(t, j)/t ∈ N (v)}

15: 2. Sort Label Identification
16: for each Wy(v, j), Wy(g, j) do
17: sort Wy(v, j), Wy(g, j) in ASC order
18: concatenate→ Sy(v, j) and Sy(g, j)

19: for each Sy(v, j) and Sy(g, j) do
20: if y > 0 then
21: Add Lm(v, j), Lm−1(g, j)→ prefix(Sy(v, j)

and Sy(g, j))

22: 3. Personalize Label Compression
23: for each Sy(v, j) and Sy(g, j) do
24: Link Sy(v, j) , Sy(g, j) to new personalized

label with function
25: f :

∑
∞

p →
∑

, f (Sy(v, j)) = f (Sy(v
′

, j)) iff
Sy(v, j) = Sy(v

′

, j) and f (Sy(g, j)) = f (Sy(g
′

, j)) iff Sy(g, j)
= Sy(g

′

, j)

26: 4. Personalized Labeling
27: for each Sy(v, j) and Sy(g, j) do
28: set Lm(v, j) = f (Sy(v, j)) and Lm(g, j) =

f (Sy(g, j))

Let G is the personalize graph that extracts custom
dataset from reservoir SGrepository and proposes a method
to maintain a continuous tuple-flow using identical place-
ment of label b iterations, where a single label appears
between instances Lmo→b . The personalize graph G between
two instances can be computed as,

Gp =
b∑

n=0

n+ 1
b+ 1

GRDF
(
(Vp,Ei

) (
Vp′ ,Ei′

)
) (4)

where,

GRDF
(
(Vp,Ei

) (
Vp′ ,Ei′

)
)

=

∑
(v,d)εVp

∑
(v′,d ′)εVp′

δ (Lm(v, d),Lm(v′, d ′))

FIGURE 5. Personalize RDF filter for graph G.

+

∑
(E,d)εEi

∑
(E ′,d ′)εEi′

δ (Lm(E, d),Lm(E ′, d ′))

The δ is the Dirac absolute for testing equality among
edges and vertices of sub-graphs [36]–[38]. Algorithm-2
initially identifies labels of multiple sub-graph sets and
re-configures them to acquire personalize labeling. In the sec-
ond step, compression takes place to adjust a binary format
with personalize graph and dispatches labeled sub-graphs for
personalize graph G. After, the proposed approach formu-
lated a general purpose technique of personalize graphG, it is
applied over smart meter’s lifespan and energy consumption
use cases discussed below.

LetGLifespan be a personalize graph to extract smart meter’s
activity dataset from smart grid reservoir SGrepository. The
RS tuple dataset uses a filtering technique named RDF Triple
Filtering (R3F) [39], [40], which helps graph GLifespan to
build lifespan sub-graph indexmatching elements though idxj
through Vertex Vp and Edges Ei. The tuple filtering method
is carried with sorted idxj as,

GLifespan(Sort
(
idxj

)
) =

Vp × Ei
Scanidxj

(5)

where Sort method identifies sub-graphs attached to the
vertices Vp and Scanidxj identifies predicates p over
index idxj. The predicate path of graph GLifespan is
computed as,

GLifespan(Path) = (Scanidxj ,GLifespan(Sort),maxL) (6)

Where maxL is the maximum path length. The predicate
path set (PPS) collects predicates in coordination with Scani
array and formulate a two-dimension array through idxj and
RFLT operator. The collection of two or more than two
PPS merger through Scanidxj is shown in Fig. 5 and
elaborated as,

G(index) =

 ∑
pεPPS

(
idxj (p)

) (7)

The scanning and searching of sub-graphs is shown
in Fig. 6. The graph search G(Search) of graph GLifespan can
be obtained as,

G(Search) =

 ∑
scanεsubgraph

(
Scanidxj

)+ G (index) (8)
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FIGURE 6. Personalize RDF Filter to merge sub-graphs [39], [40].

In order to obtain personalize tuple dataset of graph
GLifespan, we use eq(4) and eq(8) as,

GLifespan =

(
b∑

n=0

n+ 1
b+ 1

GRDF ((Vi,Ei) (Vi′ ,Ei′))

)
+ G(Search) (9)

GLifespan is a personalize graph and fetches a custom
tuple dataset for lifespan values of smart meters. Similarly,
we obtain personalize graph GEnergy as,

GEnery =

(
b∑

n=0

n+1
b+1

GRDF ((Vi,Ei) (Vi′ ,Ei′))

)
+G(Search)

(10)

C. APPROXIMATION ANALYTICS OVER LIFESPAN AND
ENERGY CONSUMPTION TUPLE DATASETS
By default, a smart meter consumes lifespan through a stan-
dard procedure [41] as,

min(
bi
pi
) 1 ≤ i ≤ M (s) (11)

where bi is battery energy, pi is power consumed and
M (s) represents smart meter. This consumption of lifespan
is related with measurements through electro-mechanical
operations. But, the proposed approach deals with knowledge-
based measurement of lifespan, therefore, we focus to
evaluate results through personalize graph datasets. The per-
sonalize graph GLifespan performs triple extraction and gets
dataset of smart meter as,

SMLifespan = SMTMD − aggr(GLifespan) (12)

where SMTMD represents total tuples of a smart meter,
aggr(GLifespan) represents the method of filtering lifespan
tuples from dataset.

Similarly, energy consumption of a smart meter can be
carried out through,

SMEnergy = [(1− ξi)+ ξid2i ](
J

Message
) (13)

where ξi represents message emission probability to
SGrepository, d2i is the cost for emitting a message from smart
meter. Since, this method is applicable when we deal with

electro-mechanical procedures therefore, we adopt the ana-
lytics of tuple procedure and evaluates energy consumption
through personalize graph tuple datasets. The graph GEnergy
performs tuple extraction of energy consumption and returns
dataset of smart meter as,

SMEnergy = SMTEC − aggr(GEnergy) (14)

where SMTEC is tuple dataset of total energy consumption,
and aggr(GEnergy) represents the method of filtering energy
consumption tuples from dataset.

1) SMART METER LOAD SHIFT
Smart grid activates meters in two shifts i.e. (i) Peak load
and (ii) Off load [42]. The generation of tuples in peak load
are stored into SGrepository and represented as,

SGrepository(PeakBlock) = RS(datasetPeak−load ) (15)

Similarly, the generation of tuples in off load are stored into
SGrepository and represented as,

SGrepository(OffBlock) = RS(datasetoff−load ) (16)

The ratio of Peak-to-Off tuple load can be calculated as,

Ratio(Peak−to−Off ) =
SGrepository(PeakBlock)
SGrepository(OffBlock)

(17)

D. ERROR FACTOR IN PERSONALIZE TUPLE DATASET
The extraction of personalize tuple datasets generates error
exceptions due to unidentified edge, unknown vertex and
array out of index issues in peak and off blocks. The error
percentile can be obtained as,

ErrorPeak−to−Off = ErrorPeak + ErrorOff (18)

where ErrorPeak represents number of errors in peak load and
ErrorOff depicts number of errors in off load dataset.

E. ENHANCEMENT IN LIFESPAN OF SMART METER
The proposed approach enhances lifespan of smart meter
through calculating remaining life SMRL as,

SMRL = SMTL − SMUL (19)

where SMTL represents total lifespan mentioned over device
specification and SMUL is used lifespan, that is calculated
through peak and off block dataset tuples of GLifespan.
The factors affecting SMRL includes life expectancy LEf ,
genetics GEf , environmental factors EFf , change over time
CTf and limited longevity LLf . The commutative factor 1F
can be represented as,

1FLifespan = LEf + GEf + EFf + CTf + LLf (20)

The threshold point of the above factors can be determined
through 1T as,

1TLifespan = LEt + GEt + EFt + CTt + LLt (21)

The maximum utilization factor of1TLifespan are found using
Hungarian algorithm [43] as shown in Fig. 7.
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FIGURE 7. Minimum life span using Hungarian Algorithm.

F. OPTIMIZATION IN ENERGY CONSUMPTION
OF SMART METER
The proposed approach reduces energy consumption of smart
meter through calculating remaining energy cycles SMRE as,

SMRE = SME − SMUE (22)

where SME represents total cycles of energy consumption
over device specification and SMUE depicts used energy
cycles, that can be calculated through peak and off blocks
dataset tuple of GEnergy. The factors affecting SMRE includes
rise up voltage RUf , maximum current MCf , voltage drop
Df , voltage observation Of and average voltage AVf . The
commutative factor 1F can be represented as,

1FEnergy = RUf +MCf + Df + Of + AVf (23)

The threshold point of the above factors can be determined
through 1T as,

1TEnergy = RUt +MCt + Dt + Ot + AVt (24)

The maximum utilization factor of 1Tenergy are found using
Hungarian algorithm as shown in Fig. 8.

G. SMART METER’ PARTITION-BASED ALLOCATION
IN SMART GRID
As per the obtained phase of knowledge-based analytics,
we find that a smart meter works over a principle defined as:
φ
((
Lp,Lo

) (
Ep,Eo

))
, where

(
Lp,Lo

)
represents maximum

lifespan values for peak and off tuple dataset and
(
Ep,Eo

)
depicts maximum energy consumption values for peak and
off tuple dataset as shown in Fig. 9. The proposed approach
takes advantage of this analytics and re-allocates smart meters
with respect to their calculated factors of 1TLifespan and
1TEnergy. After evaluating the status of smart meter, it is
placed into a recommended usage slot. The configurations of
each slot are discussed below.
• If the smart meter factors are consumed in-between
0 to 30%, it is declared as ‘FULL’ and places into slot
‘A’. This slot uses smart meters at their full capacity into
peak and off blocks.

FIGURE 8. Maximum energy consumption using Hungarian Algorithm.

FIGURE 9. Default smart meter placement into smart grid.

• If the smart meter factors are consumed in-between 30%
to 50%, it is declared as ‘NOT FULL’ and places into
slot ‘B’. This slot uses smart meters at 1

2 capacity into
peak and off blocks.

• If the smart meter factors are consumed in-between 50%
to 70%, it is declared as ‘HALF’ and places into slot ‘C’.
This slot uses smart meters at 1

3 capacity into peak and
off blocks.

• If the smart meter factors are consumed in-between 70%
to 95%, it is declared as ‘NOT HALF’ and places into
slot ‘D’. This slot uses smart meters at 1

6 capacity into
peak and off blocks as shown in Fig. 10.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The proposed approach is evaluated through smart meter
tuple dataset stored in semantic triplestore Jena-TDB
[44]. The evaluation includes, (i) generation of personal-
ize graph, (ii) Tuple dataset of peak load and off load
blocks, (iii) error ratio percentile in personalize graph,
(iv) threshold extraction of factors affecting lifespan and
energy consumption, and finally (v) the placement of smart
meters in respective slot for optimal utilization in smart
grid.
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FIGURE 10. Partition-based placement of smart meters into smart grid.

A. TESTBED
The testbed includes a configuration of Jena-TDB version
3.0.1 repository on Intel Core(TM) i5-3470 CPU@3.20GHz
having 6GM RAM with Windows 8.1 64bit OS having
X64-based processor over 250GB WD Hard disk.

B. SMART METER DATASET
We use synthetic workload of smart meters having distributed
node tuple dataset [45]. The configuration of Jena-TDB is
set to 300 GB tuple dataset workload with configuration of
workloads i.e. (i) peak load and (ii) off load. The peak load
consists of regular time usage while off load involves passive
time usage of smart meters. We use multiple datasets having
peak and off workloads of 20GB, 50GB, 100GB and 150GB
datasets. We use Hadoop ecosystem [46] to perform analytics
of lifespan and energy consumption factors and presents a
scenario of giant reservoir of smart grid.

C. PERSONALIZE GRAPH GENERATION
The personalize graph generation procedure builds a stack of
custom queries that fetches tuples from Jena-TDB repository.
The custom queries are divided into two types (i) static query
and (ii) dynamic query. The static query adopts the function-
ality of personalize graph for fetching the tuples related to
lifespan and energy consumption and dynamic query builds
an array to pile up the continuous tuple flow and builds an
array for input of static query. As we know that, 1TLifespan
includes 5 types of tuple factor, therefore, the proposed
approach adopts 6 tuple extractor instances over lifespan
dataset. In the same way, 1TEnergy also includes 5 types
of tuple factor, hence, the proposed approach also adopts
6 tuple extractor instances over energy consumption dataset.
Thus, a personalize graph uses 12 tuple extractor instances for
obtaining custom tuple dataset. We perform tuple extraction
through the proposed personalize graph, union graph and
simple graph over SGRepository dataset having size of 20 GB.
The basic and union graph extractions are much faster than
personalize graph because, they use full schema of RDF,

where as personalize graph extracts custom tuple dataset
with conditional attribute of fetching lifespan and energy
consumption tuple dataset. We find that, personalize graph
fetches tuple datasets at ‘19324’ seconds over peak block as
shown in Fig. 11. In the same way, personalize graph fetches
tuple datasets at ‘11490’ seconds over off block as shown
in Fig. 12.

FIGURE 11. Personalized graph generation in peak-block SG repository.

FIGURE 12. Personalized graph generation in off-block SG repository.

D. SMART METERS IN PEAK-TO-OFF
BLOCK TUPLE DATASET
The personalize graph extracts unstructured dataset that con-
tains unordered tuple sets of smart meters. Hence, it increases
complexity to identify number of smart meters used to pro-
duce semantic tuples into such a huge dataset. For this pur-
pose, we use label strategy of personalize graph and take
shifts into account i.e. peak block and off block and perform
evaluation to extract number of smart meters from the tuple
dataset. We find that, peak block contains 56% of in-use
smart meters, where as, off block contains 44% of in-use
smart meters in the 20GB tuple dataset as shown in Fig. 13.
Similarly, we evaluate that peak block contains 59% of
in-use smart meters, where as, off block contains 41% of
in-use smart meters in the 50GB tuple dataset as shown
in Fig. 14. In the same way, we observe that peak block
contains 57% of in-use smart meters, where as, off block
contains 43% of in-use smart meters in the 100GB tuple
dataset as shown in Fig. 15. And, we find that peak block
contains 64% of in-use smart meters, where as, off block
contains 36% of in-use smart meters in the 150GB tuple
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dataset as shown in Fig. 16. The overall usage of smart meters
in respective blocks shows an average usage of 62% smart
meters in peak block and 38% utilization in off blocks of
smart grid.

FIGURE 13. Smart meter nodes in 20GB repository.

FIGURE 14. Smart meter nodes in 50GB repository.

E. ERROR RATIO PERCENTILE IN PERSONALIZE GRAPH
The tuple extraction in personalize graph causes error excep-
tions due to unidentified edge, unknown vertex and array
out of index problems. This happens due to improper inser-
tion of tuple value i.e. value# and returns an unrecognizable
format tuple. As a result, sub-graphs skip label connectivity
and resume the graph with next element of the token. The
personalize graph extracts tuple dataset from 20GB, 50GB,
100GB and 150GB and maintains a log at a user defined path.
The error ratio of peak-to-off block is evaluated over datasets
individually and observed error percentile of 2% over 20GB,
3.5% over 50GB, 5% over 100GB and 7.5% over 150GB
respectively as shown in Fig. 17.

F. THRESHOLD EXTRACTION OF FACTORS AFFECTING
LIFESPAN AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION
The peak and off block datasets consist of multiple factor val-
ues obtained through personalize graphGLifespan andGEnergy.
The factor tuples acquire an adequate range of values that
are further passed over a filter of Hungarian algorithm and
generates a sequence of smart meters that has consumed
lifespan and energy in descending order. We evaluate peak

FIGURE 15. Smart meter nodes in 100GB repository.

FIGURE 16. Smart meter nodes in 150GB repository.

FIGURE 17. Error ratio in personalize graph.

and off tuple datasets of lifespan through discussed filter and
find that, peak dataset contains 30 smart meters, and have
consumed 11% LE, 12% GE, 14% EF, 19% CT and 3% LL
averagely as shown in Fig. 18. In the same way, we find
peak and off tuple datasets throughHungarian algorithmfilter
and evaluate that, off dataset contains 30 smart meters, and
have consumed 9% LE, 11.7% GE, 13.8% EF, 18.6% CT and
2.9% LL averagely as shown in Fig. 19. Moreover, we find
peak tuple datasets of energy through Hungarian filter and
find that, off dataset contains 100 smart meters, and have
consumed 2% RU, 12% MC, 14% VD, 19% O and 64% AV
averagely as shown in Fig. 20. In the last, we evaluate off
tuple datasets of energy through the same Hungarian filter
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FIGURE 18. Factors affecting lifespan in peak block.

FIGURE 19. Factors affecting lifespan in off-block.

FIGURE 20. Factors affecting energy utilization in peak-block.

and find that, off dataset contains 100 smart meters, and have
consumed 1.9% RU, 11.8% MC, 13.9% VD, 18.8% O and
60% AV averagely as shown in Fig. 21.

G. SMART METERS PARTITION-BASED PLACEMENT
The slot configuration of smart meter consists of a controller
that manages the recording requests of distribution nodes
and instruct smart meters to perform operations with in a
defined range of time. It also controls configuration script that
generate number of records per cycle by a smart meter. In this
way, a slot can effectively use a smart meter as per given
optimization configuration and enhance the lifespan with
minimum usage of energy in the smart grid. After performing
the above experimental evaluations, we find that as per the
identification of malfunctioned smart meters from peak

FIGURE 21. Factors affecting energy utilization in off-block.

FIGURE 22. Smart meters allocation to partition-based slots.

and off block tuple datasets, the proposed approach places
‘27’ meters in slot ‘A’, ‘25’ meters in slot ‘B’, 21 meters
in slot ‘C’ and ‘23’ meters in slot ‘D’. The remaining
‘4’ unmarked smart meters have consumed their capacity
beyond 95% and are not eligible to perform normal operations
as shown in Fig. 22.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper proposes a knowledge-based RDF personal-
ize graph generation technique that extracts custom tuples
dataset from a continuous streaming semantic repository of
green-cloud-based smart grid. The proposed approach dis-
cusses peak and off block personalize graphs along with
possible error exceptions and extraction of threshold factors
that affects the lifespan and energy consumption of a smart
meter. The presented approach delivers an effective filter that
identifies the disorder elements within the range of threshold
factors of lifespan and energy consumption. Also, it allocates
smart meters to respective slot depending on their usage
statistics to provide an optimal performance. The experimen-
tal evaluation depicts that personalize graph approach obtains
an overall 72% enhancement in lifespan and 21% minimiza-
tion in energy consumption by smart meters of green cloud-
based smart grid. In the future, we will focus to work over
effective data retrieval and compression techniques for smart
meters in a green-cloud-based smart grid.
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